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Sweden’s AI capability - opportunitiesIn order to assess the AI potential for value-creation and to use this potential, it is important to understand the possible areas of application in various industries, since it is in these that the value-creating potential lies. Possible applications also provide the driving force for AI development in companies and public activities.The potential lies in:• Automating functions in established value chains, operations and functions.• Developing new business models, products, services and system solutions.• Transforming value chains and sectors for brand new development tracks.
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Sweden’s AI capability – challengesA considerable increase of AI applications in business, the public sector and society has not only a potential to improve the quality and efficiency in various operations, as well as increased growth and improved welfare; AI developments will also generate new challenges through the development and adjustment processes that will become necessary. The following challenges will become important as a consequence of increased AI utilisation:Leadership and adaptability in companies, public operations  and policy systemsLabour dynamics and unemployment due to rapidly changing job descriptionsData ownership and challenges in relation to privacy, ethics and trustData and business monopolies for a small number of technology-based companies Risk of application of immature AI solutions based on incorrect data and algorithmsSecurity risks through conscious harmful data usage and data manipulation  
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Sweden’s AI capability – important areasArtificial intelligence will be important for Sweden’s future competitiveness and innovative strength in all sectors and industry branches, that will all be affected by the development of AI. Therefore, it is difficult to identify areas of application for AI where Sweden is particularly well-placed. The following broad and mutually dependent areas of application for AI are expected to be particularly important for the development of both Swedish business and society:Industrial development - development of products and services and manufacturing and service processesTravel and transports - autonomous vehicles, logistics and transport infrastructure Sustainable and smart cities - transport systems, energy and waste, education and healthcare systemsHealth - products, services and processes for diagnostics, drugs, and healthcare Financial services - service development in finance, insurance and payment systemsSecurity - defence, civil contingency, police and customs
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Sweden’s AI capability – important areasThe opportunities for AI applications are different in different areas. Many different factors will be important in the development and these will be strongly mutually dependent on each other. The following factors and the interaction between these will be important in all activities:Business and operational models - for some companies and public operations the value creation potential of AI is apparent, while others cannot yet perceive a benefit as clearly.Drivers - for some companies AI is already a significant competitive factor, while others still lack clear drivers, and the drivers are generally weak in the public sector. Data access - in most areas, lack of data access is a crucial limit on the development of business and operational models are based on AI applications.Competence - limited AI skills in companies and public activities, among both managers and employees, hampers the development of AI in most operations. Business and operational models, data access and competence are mutually dependent and therefore heavily affected by each other in companies and public operations. Without clear prospects of business benefits, the drivers of AI-based investments are inhibited. If the business benefit is not clear, AI competence is also not viewed as an important factor for value creation and efficiency, affecting recruitment patterns and competence development. Limited AI competence, at managerial level and among employees, makes it difficult, in turn, to develop AI based business and operational models. Data access and possibilities of combining different data will be fundamentally significant for purposes of identifying the applications that can be developed. Data restrictions that inhibit or eliminate the development of AI-based products and processes weaken the drivers for AI investments.
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Concerted effort to boost Sweden´s AI development – Other important initiativesApart from the already mentioned initiatives, which should be initiated with a high priority, a number of other initiatives should be central parts of a national concerted effort. These will require targeted development efforts, linking different actors’ development processes with regulatory development and with the development of infrastructures and test environments.Access to data for both education and research as well as application-focused development projects in AI should be an important priority in a national concerted effort.Test beds for AI development based on access to important data should be an important focus for a critical mass and efficient cooperation in research and innovation environments. The development of basic education and research-level education in AI for width, excellence and cooperation with industry and the public sector should be prioritized.Drivers and conditions for academic institutions to digitize courses, research training and support operations need to be reinforced.Drivers and conditions for individuals to take more responsibility for their own competence development needs to be strengthened to encourage active life-long learning and job mobility.Government control and drivers for an innovative public administration will be very important for a value creating AI development that strikes a balance between business innovation and privacy, ethics and digital security.Developed state governance will be crucial for the utilisation of AI ‘s transformative potential in the development of systems solutions to address important social challenges and to achieve the targets in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.
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Concerted effort to boost Sweden´s AI developmentSince the correlations and dependencies are strong between different factors that are significant for AI development, it is important that a national policy stimulates cooperation between all significant stakeholders, so that a mutually reinforcing development momentum is generated.This requires a well-developed strategic cooperation among participants in business, the public sector, research and education. Accordingly, not only strategy as such is important, but through the strategy process itself, the necessary knowledge, competencies, leadership and collaborative relationships can be strengthened among the various actors involved in the process.In a national concerted effort to achieve Sweden's AI potential, it is important to purposefully prioritize the development of each of the following areas so that a mutually reinforcing interaction between them is generated:Drivers for companies and public operations to streamline and develop new value-creating solutions based on artificial intelligence.Cooperation in research, development, data access and competence development for AI innovation, linking requirements within different value chains and sectors for a combined development momentum.Further education and basic education for continuous supply of AI skills in the labour force, which requires a renewal of the education system.Research investments in AI for excellence and internationally leading research and innovation environments for advanced AI research and R & D collaboration.Regulatory development for data access, data integration and data ownership promoting AI innovation and safeguarding integrity, ethics and data security. Infrastructure development promoting research, development and testing of AI applications and AI security, integrity and rules in connections between various data, value chains and societal areas .Labour market development promoting the labour force mobility required by AI, which places significant demands on transition leadership in companies, the public sector and politics. 
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